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Takes a vast and highly complex subject about human suffering and psychology and breaks it

into simple, straightforward, and easy-to-apply practical knowledge. It can immediately help you

become aware of the deeper subconscious causes of your life challenges.Shares insights from

a decade of Paul Wong’s journey with his life’s struggles, studying the healing arts, working

with clients globally, traveling the world teaching seminars, and learning from spiritual masters

in the ashrams of India.Offers an unique self-inquiry and self-healing process that can be used

for almost any life challenge. The Heart Wisdom Process is a synthesis of ancient Eastern

principles and thousands of hours of trials and tribulations over the years.It is a must read for

anyone who loves personal development and anyone from the professional fields of coaching,

mental health, traditional or alternative therapies.http://heartwisdomprocess.com/hwp-book/

About the AuthorPaul Wong, MBA, BSME, is the founder of Heart Wisdom Process & Chinese

Energetics. He is a life coach, master healer, and trainer with a private practice serving clients

worldwide. His mission is to bring ancient wisdom back into modern day society and help

people evolve their hearts. To receive additional free resources available to the readers of this

book, go to: www.heartwisdomprocess.com --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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PrefaceWhen l started my journey, l didn’t plan on writing a book or creating this process. I was

sick for a long time, and Western medicine wasn’t working, so I went on a journey to look for

answers. It started with alternative healing, which eventually led to the saints and ashrams of

India over a ten-year period.In this book, I want to share the great insights and observations

from this journey, what I learned based on my healings and working with thousands of clients.

The causes of life’s challenges are found deep in the subconscious. Throughout the chapters, I

will use the metaphor of “layers of an onion” when referring to the subconscious. Learning to

work with the layers within the subconscious with the heart is the key to unlocking challenges

and difficulties in relationships, physical health, finances, etc.I will give you a framework based

on my workshop teachings and private sessions, as well as the many questions I have been

asked. This book is designed to give you a bigger perspective for understanding the source of

your problems. You may need to read it several times to digest everything, and you may also

need to use the process and techniques over a long period of time to get the full essence of

this work. This is not a book to quickly read and forget. I hope you apply the book’s techniques

over at least a three-month period. If you can commit to applying what you’ve learned for two

years, you will gain massive positive shifts in your life and undergo immeasurable personal

transformation.One key motivation for writing this book is to share what I’ve learned and help

many people out there reduce their sufferings and solve their challenges. It is for both the

novice and the advanced practitioner with decades of experiences. This is really a path for

those with a deep passion for working on themselves.This is not a traditional Western

psychology book. It is more about the application of Eastern holistic approaches from China

and India along with some Western methodology to transform sufferings. The techniques in the



Heart Wisdom Process are simplified so that everybody can use them: beginners and even

practitioners with professional practices.Reading the book in sequence is recommended, as it

is important to understand the individual chapters in order to grasp the bigger picture. If you

don't follow the chapters in the order laid out, you might not be able to understand the ideas in

later chapters, which are built on the ideas and techniques of earlier ones.In first part of the

book, I share insights about the nature of healing, the healing process, and its relationship to

the Heart Wisdom Process.Then, in the following chapters, I share information about the

deeper roots of the causes of your life challenges. So, when you have a clear understanding of

those roots, you can see what part of your life you've been unconscious of. Most of the deeper

roots of pain are held in the subconscious, and that’s why it’s important to have knowledge

about the subconscious and its relationship to the ego.After having enough information and a

framework of the causes of suffering, you can start practicing and applying the Heart Wisdom

process.I want to express my heartfelt gratitude to the sages in my life, teachers such as

Amma Karunamayi, Hugging Amma, Ramana Maharshi, and others, for their support and

knowledge on this journey.I would particularly like to thank my partner, Sevinc Chelebi, who

spent hours helping me put this book together. Actually, it was through her inspiration that I

wrote this book, finally getting it done so that the teachings within can be available to many

people.Chapter 1IntroductionI would best describe myself as a student of life and a big fan of

self-help, self-development, self-discovery, self-realization, and anything to improve the journey

of the Self. I can still remember listening to cassette tapes for programming the subconscious

mind in grade school and high school and then to newly popular Tony Robbins about modeling

human excellence using NLP. After college in late 1990s, I got trained in NLP and hypnosis and

noticed that these techniques can help make people make significant personal shifts, getting

rid fears and phobias and into high emotional states. These experiences fueled my desires to

be some type of executive consultant or life coach, hoping to help others make positive

changes to their lives.It was not until 2006, when I got sick, that I started looking again for such

answers. My sickness led me on a journey to find alternative ways of healing, one in which I

traveled around the world. I spent a small fortune on numerous training and healing sessions

from top teachers of both Eastern and Western practices. With each session, my chronic

conditions got incrementally better.As I was healing, I discovered that applying alternative

healing techniques and working with intuition was easy and natural for me. Repeatedly at

trainings, other practitioners with many years of experience would tell me they were struggling

to apply the basic teachings and connect with their intuition, while I rarely got mentally stuck. I

seemed to just absorb and learn the teachings by osmosis, energetically, while others were

mentally frustrated trying to learn intuition and healing with their left brain instead of just

trusting that they were getting the right information downloaded from universal intelligence.

This struggle is especially true for very left-brained people, and my programs are designed to

help such people get connected to the right brain and feelings by working through

subconscious blocks. When blocks are released, these people learn to trust their intuition

deeply, and learning becomes very easy.After receiving feedback from others, and because

alternative practices seemed so natural and easy for me, I started a professional consulting

and training business called Chinese Energetics. Clients from around world would find me on

YouTube, where I have numerous demos giving tips on how to quickly relieve various physical

pains and other life issues ranging from fears, phobias, anxiety, worries, etc. This resulted in

invitations to teach seminars around the world.Part 1Nature of Healing and the Heart Wisdom

ProcessChapter 2What is the Heart Wisdom Process?Heart Wisdom ProcessAwareness and

knowledge of suffering, subconscious, and egoSelf-inquiryIntuitive testingWorking with nine



types of sufferingPersonal transformation in the initial six-month period or two-year mastery

periodSelf-InquiryHWP applies the question “Who am l?” along with other specific questions to

allow you to let go of the conditioning held in your subconscious.Nine types of sufferingWe

identified nine layers of suffering in the human condition that are found in the subconscious.

Working through and letting go of them can resolve most life challenges.Intuitive TestingLearn

to apply intuitive testing related to the nine layers of subconscious conditioning.Personal

Experience of Releasing LayersYou must work through your layers of conditioning,

experiencing and releasing them, to gain personal insight into your own subconscious.Chapter

3Beginning of the Heart Wisdom ProcessOpening the Heart with AmmaFast forwarding, I

worked directly with probably a few thousand clients via sessions, workshops, and trade

shows. Often times, I would get the feedback from clients that my work was very good but my

heart was closed. Those comments hurt, and I could not figure out why they were saying

that.In 2012, the answer started to come, and perhaps it was a prelude of the Heart Wisdom

Process. I received a blessing in the form of a hug from a humanitarian called Amma, also

known as the “hugging saint.” Each year, she gives millions of hugs to people to help bless

them and relieve their suffering. She is known as a modern-day saint and incarnation of the

divine mother, like Jesus’s mother Mary, Our Lady of Guadalupe, Quan Ying, etc. After this

initial hug, my relationships and perspectives started to shift significantly.This led me to attend

more programs and retreats with Amma. During one retreat, I spoke to a volunteer from her

ashram. She was a sanyasi, which means a person who is renouncing living in the modern

world and whose life is spent in an ashram in self- less service, meditation, yoga, and other

practices for enlightenment. I asked her, “Why are you not wearing white?” Her response was

“Amma asked volunteers to wear colors and normal clothes so newcomers don’t see us a cult,

which might make their hearts close.” This message really sank in deeply, and I started to

reflect on my own life. “What areas of my life are my heart closed to?”This was the beginning of

a journey of reflecting about all the people with whom I’d crossed paths– the people I didn’t get

along with and felt hurt, betrayed, and rejected by, the people and situations that I was angry

about and that I’d wanted to avoid or protect myself from. I started sitting in meditation and

opened myself to unprocessed feelings of heaviness, anger, and other uncomfortable

emotions. That summer, and for months after, I sat and reflected, really connecting to my heart

and being present to hurt feelings, and then the tears came forth. This was only the beginning

for unraveling the layers of the onion. In Chapter 8, I will talk more about the significance of

these saints and of working with the subconscious.This self-reflection and opening of the heart

was just beginning of the Heart Wisdom Process.Complete Exercise for Opening the Heart1.

Ask yourself: “What areas of life are my heart closed to?”______________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________2. Look at the list of people who have hurt and

betrayed you and pay attention to your feelings. Ask yourself, “When I see them, do I want to

avoid them? Do I have uncomfortable feelings that come up? Do I need to protect myself?” If

the answer is yes, you have unprocessed feelings to work through._______________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________3. While sitting, play movies in your mind of

past experiences with these people. As you experience the events again, notice if you have

uncomfortable feelings. If you do, then you have some work to do.________________________

____________________________________________________________________________



____________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________4. Later, after you have read the other

chapters, come back to this exercise and apply the HWP to those past experiences._________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________Chapter 4What is the

Problem?You can think of the unprocessed conditioning and programming as “trash” held as

layers of subtle energy in the subconscious. When we don’t take out the “trash,” the garbage

rots and causes all kind of problems in health, relationships, finances, unhappiness, etc. The

problem is that most people have never been educated to take out the “trash” from mind and

body until they have a major crisis in the form of physical illness, divorce, loss of a loved one,

or some other immensely painful experience. Today’s society puts significant value on the

intellect and mind but does not emphasize connecting to your intuitive feelings and living from

the heart. Due to suffering, people have been conditioned to avoid and suppress their feelings

instead of learning to process them through the heart. This means that we need to connect to

all of our feelings and learn to become vulnerable to fully experience emotions instead of

pushing them down into the subconscious. We have been conditioned for a long time to avoid

and suppress feelings to maintain a certain image, so learning to live differently, training

yourself to process feelings through the heart, will take time.

You're Not Broken: 5 Steps to Become Superconscious and Activate Your Magic, How To

Become Money Workbook, Money Isn't The Problem, You Are, Being You, Changing The

World, Beings of Light, Projections, Expectations, Separations, Judgments & Rejections, The

Home of Infinite Possibilities, Right Body For You: How to have a healthy relationship with your

body, Talk To The Entities: Are Ghosts Real?, Relationship. Are you sure you want one?,

Advanced Pragmatic Psychology

EK in FL, “... is very helpful for personal use or for someone like me that is working with people.

This book is very helpful for personal use or for someone like me that is working with people. I

am a Clinical Hypnotherapist and NLP Practitioner and always look for good teachers, books

and techniques. This book has given me another way of looking at human suffering and how

we can feel "stuck" with old ways of thinking, feeling and behaving and how to "liberate"

ourselves. Not only have I read Paul Wong's book, I also have received personal sessions

supporting me on my own healing journey. Priceless!”

KWanda, “Spiritual Healing Technology. I have felt unexplainable pains/aches followed by

lightness and deep peace from first hearing one of Paul’s talks to now reading this book. It has

processes to answer questions I’ve been exploring: How do I trust in universal intelligence

more? How do I get to the unconscious root of why triggers keep presenting themselves in my

life? And how do I become less reactive and more peaceful? How do I trust my intuition? This

is subconscious detoxing and dredging up programs I didn’t even realize were running and

draining my energy. I’m two days in and Paul’s process is changing my life and my ideas about

who I am”
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Michael Lasky Barton, “Rich insights in a seamless format. The book flows seamlessly -- very

easy to read and understand. Often it is most difficult to write about something that is

inherently complex and break it down into smaller and more digestible parts. I particularly liked

the FAQs. The author has rich insights into the human condition, the causes of suffering - and

the long road to healing.  I would recommend this book to anyone.”

Lavernsviola, “The Heart Wisdom Process is Wonderful Healing Tool!. Paul is a wonderful,

intuitive healer and this book helps explain his process. I have worked with him for several

years and he has helped me become clearer on many things that have been manifested in my

life. Get this book and work with Paul to be the change you want to be!!!”

Sherin, “I loved this book so much. I loved this book so much.it was wrote in a smooth and

simple way full of lots of energy flow that can reach people from different culture to under stand

it easily simplicity is the core of healingVery easy to apply the processI recommend people to

buy itIt made a big impact on meThank you Paul Wong”

Elizabeth, “Old wisdom in a personal and practical form.. What makes this book to stand out

among many others? For me it represents an old, ancient wisdom packed into accessible and

easy to understand form. Healing method created by author is rooted in ancient teachings and

based on decade of personal struggles and search for healing.His connection to Vedanta

teachings and healing arts makes him to stand out in a crowd of a self help authors. His

profound and deep understanding of human psyche allowed him to create a tool, that is able to

assist people from all walks of life on their journey to Self discovery and healing. It is truly

remarkable how author was able to cover all aspects of human condition within those pages.

What I love about the technique itself, is that it very gently navigates you through vastness of

subconsciousness, and brings to light everything that you need to see and release in order to

heal. This book will be your best friend and guide for many months. It will take you on a healing

journey, and just like flower blooms gently and quietly, you will find yourself lighter, more joyful

and peaceful while working with it.”

loli, “Practice Practice Practice. The Heart Wisdom Process is the key to unlock the struggles

in our lives and the perfect tool to finally find real freedom from suffering. I love how his passion

to help others lead him to create this master piece. The subconscious can be trained but we

must practice practice practice properly to get the best results.”

carmen, “Easy to understand. Simple and easy to understand with useful principles. Good for

Someone starting out in this field.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 8 people have provided feedback.
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